
MY READING TEACHER

Every child should experience the self-discovery and joy of reading for This is my blog to help you as teachers and
school staff to get to know the books that.

They use this time to practice the skills that are taught during the mini-lessons. They respond by telling the
name of the book they are reading and the page they are on. This practicum experience also solidified my
passion for teaching. Her haunting yet hopeful words and worlds so atmospherically realised here suggest she
could be the next and natural successor to Hardinge. My 3rd graders are expected to be prepared for workshop
every day. I knew the cut-and-paste version of the activity would be too simple for students in the
highest-achieving group and it would not challenge them much at all. The school's reading levels hovered
around the 11th percentile on state tests. Thus, reading specialists take a leadership role, guiding the
development of new teachers; as well as help established teachers to connect their subject content to reading,
use their textbooks more effectively, and implement new strategies as occasion requires. Always hungry.
These students always sit next to each other on the carpet during reading mini-lessons and class read-alouds.
As usual, I lowered my voice as an audio clue to the structure of ideas. Politicians love photo ops with little
ones learning to read, but they are seldom seen with the teen who reads at a 3rd grade level and is in danger of
dropping out. The panel also found that research on the development of reading comprehension skills provided
important guidance for effective instruction National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, , p. I
would love to hear from other teachers about what you do in your own classrooms to assess your students in
reading workshop. My modeling of good reading wasn't enough. It often creates interest in certain books or
series. I determine a teaching point and decide how I will teach it demonstration, guided practice, explicitly
telling him, inquiry. But my cooperating teacher, Angie Shive , immediately eased my nerves by making me
feel welcome. Kid Watching Sibberson and Szymusiak talk a great deal in their book about how guided
reading can, at times, limit their ability to teach. Revisiting the Reading Workshop : This Scholastic book has
mini-lessons for the first 30 days.


